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the college lecturer too is trying hard to
keep a distance from the bar owner, who
has a son. the rest of the story revolves

around the bar owner trying to understand
what is love and what is obsession. the

film has a strong narrative structure, with
good characterisation and a powerful plot

that looks to be on a sure path to a
wonderful climax. the film has an

interesting storyline and with salman khan
in the lead, the film looks to be good on

the box office. tere naam is based on two
different relationships - one between the
college lecturer and the bar dancer and
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the other between the bar owner and the
college lecturer. it is a simple story about
a bar goer and a college lecturer and how
they both fall in love. both of them also

struggle a lot for their love. but what
distinguishes the film is the way it is told.
the film is not just a romance story, but
also a story about love, passion and the
complexities of human nature. it is a film
where we get to see the bar goer and the
college lecturer as real people and not just
the caricatures they are made out to be.
we get to see the film with their eyes and
not through the eyes of the bar owner or
the college lecturer. tere naam is a 2003
indian hindi-language action comedy film
directed by abbas mustan and produced
by yash raj films. the film stars salman
khan, preity zinta, kareena kapoor, and
arshad warsi. the film is about a former

terrorist who is now a police inspector. he
must now retire and turn over his job to his

son, a detective who does not want to
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follow in his fathers footsteps and
therefore pretends to be someone he is

not.
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karogi movie is a indian romantic comedy
film directed by rajkumar santoshi and
produced by yash chopra. the film stars

anupam kher, john abraham, kajol, akshay
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sudhir pandey and madhuri dixit. the
release date of the film is 8 october 2003.
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